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Russian foreign minister says U.S. dragging the world into another Cold War

United Nations, September 26 (RHC)-- Russia’s foreign minister has criticized Washington's idea to
convene a “Leader’s Summit for Democracy” -- calling it another example of Cold War-style block
mentality that would split the international community into “us and them.”



Speaking during the fifth day of the 76th Session of the UN General Assembly on Saturday, Lavrov ripped
into the current U.S. foreign policy, accusing Washington of trying to split the international community into
Cold War-style blocks.

In August, U.S. President Joe Biden floated the idea to convene a “Leader’s Summit for Democracy” --
and this, according to Lavrov, is a glaring example of this divisive policy.

The participants, of course, will be determined by Washington, that claims the right to determine a
country’s degree of compliance with democratic standards.  In its essence, this initiative is quite in the
spirit of the Cold War and launches a new ideological crusade against all dissent,” Lavrov stated.

Despite the U.S. administration's claims that Washington does not want to split the world into ideology-
based blocks, such events only serve to prove it is indeed its goal, Lavrov suggested.
In reality, the ‘Summit for Democracy’ will become a step towards splitting the world into ‘us’ and ‘them.’

The proposed summit is expected to take place on December 9 and 10, with the U.S.-selected leaders of
the ‘democracies’ convening for the virtual conference. The stated goals of the event have been
extremely vague, with the White House describing it as “as an opportunity for world leaders to listen to
one another and to their citizens, share successes, drive international collaboration, and speak honestly
about the challenges facing democracy.

https://www.radiohc.cu/index.php/en/noticias/internacionales/271603-russian-foreign-minister-says-us-
dragging-world-into-another-cold-war
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